Heidelberg edge perimeter employment in glaucoma diagnosis--preliminary report.
In recent years, the authors have seen huge progress in the diagnosis of eye diseases. One of the new diagnostic devices is HEP (Heidelberg Edge Perimeter) - for early diagnosis of glaucoma and its progression. It combines visual field test and HRT (Heidelberg Retina Tomograph), which allows authors to obtain the image of the mutual relation between the structure and the function of the sight organ. It could be also used to assess patients with impaired retina, optic nerve and neurological deficits. The SAP function is more suitable for the detection and monitoring of neurological deficits, moderately advanced and advanced glaucoma as well as other diseases associated with extensive or deep visual field deficits, such as ischemic optic neuropathy. FDF stimulus was designed specifically to detect early glaucoma-related changes in the visual field. For about a year, the Ophthalmology Clinic in Wrocław has owned a new, unique HEP perimeter. The authors present examples of patients diagnosed and treated at the Clinic, with respect to whom the perimeter results obtained using Octopus type perimeter and HEP contour perimeter have been compared. This method has its advantages: it is non-invasive, objective, provides the opportunity to repeat and compare results obtained from subsequent tests. The disadvantages are the difficulty in adapting to a new stimulus, which is not a circular light stimulus, but an outline that is hard to notice for some patients. Although according to the manufacturer the testing time should not exceed 4-5 minutes, it takes 14-15 minutes in many patients. The test is not suitable for patients showing lower manual skills and less attention and those who tire out easily. The HEP perimeter is an innovative method for diagnosing the earliest changes in ganglion cells, that is pre-perimetric glaucoma, or when changes in the visual field are undetectable in a standard test.